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Phubbing
the practice of ignoring one's companion 
or companions to pay attention to one's 
phone or other mobile device.





Doom Scrolling
the act of spending a lot of time reading negative 
news online, or consuming a lot of short-form 
videos vertically for an extended period of time.





What does the research say?
• Social media usage level significantly predicts level of neuroticism/anxiety one year later 

(Andrews et al., 2020)

• Presence of a mobile phone can lead to reduced feelings of empathy, trust, and a sense of 
closeness among pairs of strangers (Przybylski & Weinstein, 2013)

• Children under age 14 spend almost 2x as long with tech devices as they do in conversation with 
their families (Donnelly, 2019).

• 50% of Americans report that their partner is often or sometimes distracted by their devices when 
they are trying to talk to them (Vogels & Anderson, 2020)

Findings compiled by Center for Humane Technology

https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/cyber.2019.0744
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0265407512453827
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/02/07/children-spend-twice-long-smartphones-talking-parents/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2020/05/08/dating-and-relationships-in-the-digital-age/
https://ledger.humanetech.com/


Research questions

🙋 How do different events, moments and moods impact 
phubbing throughout the day?

🙋 How often do people engage in phubbing? How long do 
phubbing sessions last?

🙋 Who are they with when phubbing?

🙋 How do they feel after engaging in phubbing?

Hypotheses

☹ ➡ 📱 Phubbing will be preceded by feelings of 
boredom,  discomfort, and other negative 
emotions.

📱➡☹ People will feel more negatively after 
phubbing sessions.

Diary Study



Method

✍ Participants log and answer a few quick 
questions every time they "ignore their 
companions to pay attention to their phone or 
mobile device"

Participants

☹ People who feel they spend too much time on 
their phones but haven't found a solution to use 
their phone less.

Diary Study



Why do people phub and doom scroll?

😴 Boredom 😓 Avoidance

🚬 Habit Awkward



What do people do 
when phubbing?



People are spending too much 
time on their phone leading to 
disconnection. 

People cite boredom as a key 
driver in maladaptive phone 
usage.



What’s out there today?



The Light Phone
Barebones

Ink screen = annoying

Native tools only 

Really missing the ability to take 
pictures ☹



iPhone limits
Set limits to screens and 
apps

Easy to bypass isn’t 
solving the emotional 
need that using the 
phone serves.

Foundationally, the 
phone is not designed to 
be put down.



The AI Pin
Completely screenless

On-hand display

Desktop website

You still need to carry around 
your smart phone for navigation 
☹



There is a gap.



Introducing

Daybreak
The first smart phone operating 
system that focuses on enabling real 
life connection to others and the 
world.

A phone designed to put down.



The Light Phone iPhone, Android

Doom scrolling on social media
Games

Web browsing

No apps at all
No camera

Limited tools

Just right…
Disengagement 
model

Engagement 
model

Daybreak

Feeds based on emotional needs
Freedom mode

AI toolbox

Intentional 
engagement model



Goals
Phubbing Presence

Doom scrolling Distress tolerance

Constantly available Freedom

Leaves you wanting more Leaves you satisfied



Increase IRL activities reported during freedom mode

Decrease amount of time spent using our distress 
tolerance tools and increase time in freedom mode

Increase in happiness and feelings of freedom over time

Disengagement model, not engagement model 

Key Performance Indicators



Technology often capitalizes on 
the potency of wanting, providing 
endless possibilities for seeking but 
few experiences that satiate.

-Center for Humane technology



⚒ AI Toolbox
Quickly ask Sparkle, our AI questions 
or access essential tools. 

- Calculator 
- Timer
- Navigation 
- Music player
- Notes
- Weather
- Photos
- Camera
- Banking apps
- Authentication apps
- Settings 
- Email 
- Text messages

🕊 Start freedom mode
Designed to remove the distraction 
of a phone, all notifications are held 

until you decide to look at them. 

All text messages get an auto-
response you configure. 





🪞See the value of freedom
Break freedom mode anytime by 
swiping up to unlock. Quickly enter 
an optional report on your freedom. 
This is logged and can be viewed at 
any time.



📱Homepage with a purpose
How many times have you opened 
your phone, stared at the apps, and 
closed it again? 

The Daybreak homepage starts with 
checking in. 

A feed of options designed not for 
unsatisfactory, never-ending doom 
scrolling, but for your deeper 
emotional need is generated. 

This feed is meant to satisfy you as 
quickly as possible and get you back 
into the world.



🥩 Steak dinner instead of Doritos
Feel satisfied after using your phone, 
with ”just right” amounts and science-
backed experiences for developing 
adaptive responses to emotions.





🧠 Building usage awareness
Understand your screentime at 
all time from the top bar which 
shifts when you’ve been on your 
phone for a long time.

📉 You can’t improve what you 
don’t measure
Understand your usage and 
adjust settings to create 
boundaries for technology 
usage.



Thank you
@annbeaver @marytucker
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